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Studies of past glacial cycles yield critical information about climate and sea-level (ice-volume) vari-
ability, including the sensitivity of climate to radiative change, and impacts of crustal rebound on sea-
level reconstructions for past interglacials. Here we identify signiﬁcant differences between the last
and penultimate glacial maxima (LGM and PGM) in terms of global volume and distribution of land ice,
despite similar temperatures and radiative forcing. Our analysis challenges conventional views of re-
lationships between global ice volume, sea level, seawater oxygen isotope values, and deep-sea tem-
perature, and supports the potential presence of large ﬂoating Arctic ice shelves during the PGM. The
existence of different glacial ‘modes’ calls for focussed research on the complex processes behind ice-age
development. We present a glacioisostatic assessment to demonstrate how a different PGM ice-sheet
conﬁguration might affect sea-level estimates for the last interglacial. Results suggest that this may
alter existing last interglacial sea-level estimates, which often use an LGM-like ice conﬁguration, by
several metres (likely upward).
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The volume and spatial distribution of continental ice masses
during ice ages over the last 3 million years have been the focus of
much research for several reasons. First, temporal changes in the
radiative balance of climate are important because ice masses have
high albedo and reﬂect incoming solar radiation (e.g., Hansen et al.,
2007, 2008; K€ohler et al., 2010, 2015; Rohling et al., 2012;
PALAEOSENS project members, 2012; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015;Sciences, The Australian Na-
ling).Friedrich et al., 2016). Second, temporal development of ice-age
cycles provides critical information about the nature of long-term
climate cooling over the past few million years, in response to
CO2 reduction and interactions among ice, land cover, and climate
(e.g., Clark et al., 2006; K€ohler and Bintanja, 2008; de Boer et al.,
2010, 2012; Hansen et al., 2013). Third, variable amplitude of in-
dividual ice ages helps to determine the relationship between
climate change, astronomical climate forcing cycles, and climate
feedbacks on timescales of 10se100s of kiloyears (e.g., Oglesby,
1990; Imbrie et al., 1993; Raymo et al., 2006; Colleoni et al., 2011,
2016; Ganopolski and Calov, 2011; Carlson and Winsor, 2012;
Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013; Hatﬁeld et al., 2016; Liakka et al., 2016).
Fourth, the size and spatial distribution of land ice during past
glacials determines crustal rebound processes when ice masses
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interglacials. The latter are key to investigations of sea-level
changes above the present level during warmer-than-present in-
terglacials (e.g., the Last Interglacial, LIG, ~130-118 kyr ago (ka);
Hibbert et al., 2016; Hoffman et al., 2017; Hansen et al., 2017), which
can reveal ice-sheet disintegration processes of relevance to the
future (e.g., Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; Dutton et al., 2015a,b;
Yamane et al., 2015; DeConto and Pollard, 2016).
Despite the relevance of these issues, we lack detailed infor-
mation about ice volumes and their spatial extent during glacial
maxima. Based on intervals of maximum global ice volume (lowest
sea level), the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) spanned the ~26.5e19
ka interval (Clark et al., 2009), while the Penultimate Glacial
Maximum (PGM) spanned ~155e140 ka, comprising two sea-level
minima separated by a minor rise centred on ~145 ka (Grant et al.,
2014). In general, we know most about the LGM, and information
decreases markedly for older glacial maxima. Even for the PGM,
information is so limited that studies often invoke an LGM-like ice
volume (e.g., Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Yokoyama and Esat,
2011). Initial assessment of Red Sea glacial sea-level lowstands
seemed to support that view (Rohling et al., 1998), but only con-
strained the LGM sea-level drop to have been at least as low as that
of the PGM, without giving a maximum value. Here we show that
subsequent improvements to the Red Sea record ﬁrmly indicate a
greater sea-level drop during the LGM than during the PGM. In-
dependent evidence from western Mediterranean palaeo-
shorelines also suggests that the LGM sea-level drop exceeded
the PGM sea-level drop by about 10 m (Rabineau et al., 2006).
Robust quantitative assessment of sea-level differences between
the last two glacial maxima is especially important because their
spatial ice-mass distributions were markedly different (Table 1
summarises previously modelled ice-volume changes, relative to
the present). Geological data and numerical modelling strongly
suggest that the Eurasian ice sheet (EIS) covered a larger area
during the PGM than during the LGM (Svendsen et al., 2004;
Colleoni et al., 2011, 2016) (Fig. 1), with most estimates suggest-
ing a PGM EIS volume equivalent to a 33e53 m global sea-level fall
(sea-level equivalent, SLE) (Table 1); this is approximately twice the
size of the LGM EIS (14e29 mSLE; Table 1 and Clark and Tarasov,
2014). Such contrasting ice-mass distributions between succes-
sive glacial maxima highlight signiﬁcant complexity in the pro-
cesses that drive glaciation into different ‘modes’ (e.g., Liakka et al.,
2016). The difference also has repercussions for glacioisostatic
adjustment (GIA) studies of sea-level history during the LIG, which
was about 1 C warmer than the Holocene (Clark and Huybers,
2009; Turney and Jones, 2010; McKay et al., 2011; Hoffman et al.,
2017; Hansen et al., 2017), with sea levels that reached 4e10 m
higher than today (Rohling et al., 2008; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012;
Grant et al., 2012; Stocker et al., 2013; Dutton et al., 2015a, 2015b).
Dendy et al. (2017) investigated the sensitivity of the predictions of
the last interglacial highstand to uncertainties in the conﬁguration
of the major northern hemisphere ice sheets during MIS 6. They
focused on the sensitivity of the GIA correction to three major
components of sea-level uncertainty during the MIS 6/5 transition:
the age model and duration of deglaciation; the number of glacial
cycles modelled during the GIA analysis; and the relative distri-
bution of ice volume between the North American and Eurasian ice
sheets, assuming that total ice volume for these complexes
remained the same at MIS 2 and MIS 6. A key result is that sensi-
tivity to different ice-sheet conﬁgurations is in the ~5 m range
(relative to the þ4 to þ10 m observed for LIG sea level). This calls
for exploration of further total ice-volume and ice-mass distribu-
tion scenarios for the MIS 6/5 transition.
Little evidence exists regarding the PGM North American Ice
Sheet complex (NAIS), because the LGM advance obliteratedvirtually all PGM glaciomorphological evidence (we use EIS and
NAIS to refer to all Eurasian and North American ice sheets,
respectively, rather than separating all ice masses). For example,
even when assuming an LGM-like (~130 mSLE, Clark et al., 2009) or
smaller total PGM sea-level drop, with comparable Antarctic ice
volume (Table 1) and a 33 to 53 or even 71 mSLE EIS (Table 1), it
follows that the NAIS must have been smaller than during the LGM.
There is GIA modelling support for a smaller PGM NAIS to account
for sea-level observations in Bermuda (Potter and Lambeck, 2003;
Wainer et al., 2017), and climate modelling results agree best
with global environmental proxy data in scenarios that combine a
large EIS with a small NAIS (~30 mSLE) (Colleoni et al., 2016). The
lack of glaciomorphological evidence for the PGM NAIS also qual-
itatively supports a larger NAIS at the LGM than at the PGM.
Here we compile highly resolved data from multiple mutually
independent sea-level reconstruction methods to gauge PGM sea
level relative to the LGM. All have methodological and glacioiso-
static uncertainties, and chronological uncertainties affect com-
parisons between records. But within individual records from the
same method, high coherence is commonly achieved. Hence, con-
ﬁdence is higher for PGMeLGM comparisons within individual
records than for relative sea-level comparisons among records. We
use our PGMeLGM sea-level compilation in conjunction with a
glaciogeomorphological synthesis of the PGM EIS and NAIS extent
(Fig. 1, Appendix I; see acknowledgements for data access), as well
as information from published ice-sheet modelling studies, to test
the small-NAIS hypothesis. We then consider the implications of
PGMeLGM differences in ice volume and extent, with respect to: 1)
concepts of glacial inception; 2) glacioisostatic corrections to last
interglacial sea levels; and 3) global sea-level/ice-volume/d18O
relationships.
2. PGMeLGM sea-level comparison
We use ﬁve primary data sources to quantify PGM versus LGM
ice volume/sea level (Fig. 2, Table 2). The ﬁrst two are (near)
continuous relative sea-level records derived from surface-water
d18O residence-time effects in the highly evaporative Red Sea and
Mediterranean Sea (Siddall et al., 2003; Rohling et al., 2014). The
third source is a (near) continuous time-series of past ice volume/
sea level from deep-sea seawater d18O, hereafter named dsw (e.g.,
Martin et al., 2002; Sosdian and Rosenthal, 2009; Elderﬁeld et al.,
2012). The fourth source for our assessment of a PGMeLGM sea-
level offset concerns fossil coral position data (Zcp) from a
comprehensive database that has been harmonised in terms of
dating and uplift-correction protocols (Hibbert et al., 2016). The
ﬁfth source consists of western Mediterranean palaeo-shorelines
(Rabineau et al., 2006). The latter was discussed before, while the
other four sources are detailed below.
2.1. Red Sea and Mediterranean records
The marginal-sea method for sea-level reconstruction relies on
the fact that water residence time in the highly evaporative, semi-
enclosed Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea is a function of sea-level
change because of the narrow and shallow straits that connect
the basins with the open ocean. In today's Red Sea, the Bab-el-
Mandab Strait is only 137 m deep, mean annual evaporation is
~2my1, and the basin has a narrow catchment with nomajor river
systems or other hydrological complications (Siddall et al., 2004).
For the Mediterranean, the Strait of Gibraltar is 284 m deep, mean
annual evaporation is ~1 m y1, and large river systems provide
considerable hydrological complications. Thus, relative sea-level
reconstructions have a higher signal-to-noise ratio at Bab-el-
Mandab than at Gibraltar. Accordingly, 1s precision of individual
Table 1
Previously modelled ice-volume changes (excess ice compared to present in m sea-level equivalent) for the Eurasian, North American, Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets.
Study Eurasia North America Greenland Antarctica TOTAL
LGM PGM LGM PGM LGM PGM LGM PGM LGM PGM
Colleoni et al., 2016 (PGM centred on 140 ka)
Topo1 n/r 70a,b n/r 78a,d n/r 2c n/r 17a n/r ~175b
Topo2 n/r 70a,b n/r 30a,c,d n/r 2c n/r 17a n/r ~120b
Wekerle et al., 2016 (PGM centred on 140 ka)
K140_Topo1 n/r 71a n/r 80c,d n/r 2c n/r 17 n/r 167
K140_Topo2 n/r 71a n/r 36c,d n/r 2c n/r 17 n/r 123
REF_Topo1 (GRISLI) n/r 52 n/r 84d n/r 2c n/r 17 n/r 163
REF_Topo2 (GRISLI) n/r 50 n/r 59d n/r 2c n/r 17 n/r 149
Lambeck et al., 2006, 2010, 2017 g (PGM centred on 150 ka) 18.25e 52.5e 85f 68f f f n/r n/r 130 130
de Boer et., 2014 h (PGM centred on 144 ka) 33.5 33.2 49.8 58.3 0.9 2.7 12.6 12.6 98.0 107.7
this study (PGM centred on 152 ka)
ICE-1 23c 23c 85.2c 85.2c 2c 2c 18.1c 18.1c 129.5 129.5
ICE-2 23c 20.7 85.2c 76.7 2c 1.1 18.1c 10.2c 129.5 109.5
ICE-3 23c 60 85.2c 32 2c 1.1 18.1c 15.8c 129.5 109.5
ICE-4 23c 60 85.2c 32 2c 1.1 18.1c 15.8c 129.5 109.5
CMIP5/PMIP3 composite (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015) 16.6 n/r 78.6 n/r n/r 22.3 n/r 121.5 n/r
ICE-4G (Peltier, 1994, 1996) (LGM at 21 ka)i 24.86j n/r 64.24 n/r 6.38k n/r 18.09 n/r 114.12 n/r
ICE-5G v.1.2 (Peltier, 2004) (LGM at 26 ka)i 22.73j n/r 83.71 n/r 2.45k n/r 18.04 n/r 127.48 n/r
ICE-6G v.2 (Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2015) (LGM at 26 ka)i 22.23j n/r 88.14 n/r 2.34k n/r 13.23 n/r 126.81 n/r
Siegert et al., 2001 (LGM at ~20 ka) 14 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
van den Berg et al., 2008 (LGM at ~25 ka) ~22 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Patton et al., 2016 (LGM at ~22 ka) 17 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Marshall et al., 2002 n/r n/r 69 to 94 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Tarasov et al., 2012 (LGM at ~20 ka) n/r n/r 70.1 ± 2 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Denton and Hughes, 2002 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r 14 n/r n/r n/r
Ivins and James, 2005 (LGM at ~21 ka) n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r 10.12 n/r n/r n/r
Whitehouse et al., 2012 (LGM at ~20 ka) n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r 9 ± 1.5 n/r n/r n/r
Briggs et al., 2014. (LGM at ~24 ka) n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r 5.6 to
14.3
n/r n/r n/r
Argus et al., 2014. (ICE-6G) n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r 13.6 n/r n/r n/r
Huybrechts, 2002 (LGM at ~21 ka) n/r n/r n/r n/r 2 to 3 n/r 14 to 18 n/r n/r n/r
Huy2 (Simpson et al., 2009) n/r n/r n/r n/r 4.1 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014) n/r n/r n/r n/r >4.7 n/r n/r n/r n/r n/r
Range (excepting ICE-1 to ICE-4 values and any initial, ofﬂine boundary
estimates)
14 to
29
33.2 to
52.5
50.6 to
94
32 to
84
2 to
~6
2 9 to 22.3 10.2 to
17
98 to
130
107 to
163
n/r Not reconstructed.
a Initial volumes used as boundary conditions for ofﬂine GCM climate modelling, rather than modelled ice-volume estimates per se.
b Peyaud (2006), based on the Lambeck et al. (2006) PGM model estimate of 140 mSLE total ice volume, of which the EIS constitutes 50%.
c Values based on LGM ICE-5G ﬁles made available by R. Peltier at atnwww.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php, which differ slightly from the published ICE-5G
reconstruction of Peltier (2004).
d Laurentide only.
e Eurasian ¼ Fennoscandian in this reconstruction.
f North American estimates include Greenland Ice Sheet.
g Values used in the most recent iteration of the ANU model (values from A. Purcell, pers. comm.).
h Values used were obtained from ice ﬁles provided by de Boer (pers. comm., and now available in slightly different format on http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/~boer0160/
data.php), re-gridded and assuming ice/water density constants of 1000/920 kg/m3, to translate values to mSLE.
i Values based on ICE-5G version 1.2. of R. Drummond, available at https://wiki.lsce.ipsl.fr/pmip3/doku.php/pmip3:design:21k:icesheet:index.
j Eurasian ¼ Fennoscandian, Barents/Kara Seas, and British-Irish Ice Sheets.
k These values, provided by R. Drummond (see note i), are combined volumes for the Greenland and Iceland Ice Sheets, although each ice sheet is modelled separately in ICE-
4G, -5G, -6G.
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2004), compared with ±9 m to ±14 m for individual Mediterranean
values at interglacial to glacial conditions, respectively (Rohling
et al., 2014). Near-continuous records can be evaluated probabilis-
tically, accounting for both age uncertainties and sea-level un-
certainties. These assessments identify probability maxima andtheir 95% probability bounds (Grant et al., 2012, 2014; Rohling et al.,
2014), whichwe use here. The two basins are independent; they are
not connected, and link with separate oceans with different climate
and ocean circulation dynamics (Schott et al., 2009; Buckley and
Marshall, 2016).
A data-gap exists in the Red Sea LGM record due to an indurated
Fig. 1. Maximum mapped extents of the former Eurasian ice sheets. Ice extents are in blue for the LGM (Weichselian); black for the maximum of the Saalian glacial complex (or
local equivalent); and red for the PGM. Black dots denote locations of glacial features of inferred Saalian age; red dots denote locations of glacial features of inferred PGM/MIS 6 age;
and white dots are Saalian sites with age control, where material dated is not necessarily of glacial origin. For site details, including age determinations and references, see Appendix
I. References for the mapped/inferred Saalian, PGM, and LGM ice extents are as follows. LGM: Astakhov, 2011; Balson and Jeffery, 1991; Carr, 2004; Clark et al., 2004a, b; Demidov
et al., 1998 (unpublished), 2004, 2006; Ehlers et al., 2004, 2011a, b; Gaunt et al., 1992; Gey et al., 2001, 2004; Guobyte and Satkunas, 2011; Houmark-Nielsen, 2011; Karabanov and
Matveyev, 2011; Knight et al., 2004; Lippstreu, 2002 (unpublished); Mangerud et al., 2002; Marks, 2012; Straw, 1979; Svendsen et al., 2004; Velichko et al., 2011. Saalian maximum:
Astakhov, 2001, 2011; Astakhov et al., 2016; Ehlers et al., 2011a, b; Gibbard and Clark, 2011; Gibbard et al., 1992, 2009; Gurski et al., 1990; Mohr, 1993; Seidel, 2003; Knight et al.,
2004; Marks, 2012; Matoshko, 2011; Matoshko and Chugunny, 1993, 1995; Palienko, 1982; Rose et al., 2002; Rose, 2009; Ruzicka, 2004; Svendsen et al., 2004; Velichko et al., 2011.
PGM/MIS 6: Astakhov, 2011; Astakhov et al., 2016; Ehlers et al., 2011a, b; Gurski et al., 1990; Mohr, 1993; Karabanov and Matveyev, 2011; Rose, 2009; Rose et al., 2002, Ruzicka, 2004;
Velichko et al., 2011.
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references therein); only a few sea-level values could be recovered
from this “aplanktonic” layer (Fig. 2b). However, sparse LGM data
from bulk carbonate are supported by other Red Sea records that
indicate a 5e5.5‰ change in foraminiferal d18O between the LGM
and present (Arz et al., 2003, 2007), compared with 4‰ between
the PGM and present (Rohling et al., 2009). Moreover, the aplank-
tonic LGM Red Sea conditions offer strong independent evidence
that LGM sea level was lower than in the PGM. It formed under
extreme salinities (S ¼ ~50 to ~70) due to near-isolation of the Red
Sea from the world ocean by the shallow Hanish Sill, Bab-el-
Mandab Strait (~137 m deep, relative to an LGM global mean sea-
level drop of ~130 m); such extreme conditions were not reached
during the PGM (Rohling et al., 1998; Fenton et al., 2000; Siddallet al., 2003). This implies either that: (a) the sill was uplifted be-
tween the PGM and LGM; and/or (b) sea level droppedmore during
the LGM than the PGM. Sill uplift has been quantiﬁed at
0.02e0.04 m kyr1, which gives at most 5 m of uplift from PGM to
LGM (Rohling et al., 1998; Siddall et al., 2003). This is insufﬁcient to
explain the large LGM-to-PGM environmental contrast, so we
conclude that sea level droppedmuchmore during the LGM than in
the PGM.
Our newMediterranean d18O stack-based RSL record (Fig. 2a and
Fig. 3) includes d18O data from four cores: LC21 (35 400 N, 26 350 E,
1522 m water depth) (Grant et al., 2012); MS21 (3220.70N,
3139.00E, 1022 m water depth) (Hennekam, 2015); M40-67
(34.814167N, 27.296000E, water depth 2157 m), and M40-71
(34.811160N, 23.194160E, water depth 2788 m) (Weldeab et al.,
Fig. 2. Compilation of relative sea-level records. Dz is the inferred PGMeLGM sea-level difference. a.Mediterranean relative sea-level data (for the Strait of Gibraltar) from a new
highly resolved planktonic foraminiferal d18O stack (Fig. 3). The ~1900 individual values are shown after conversion into relative sea level with 1s age and RSL uncertainties (light
blue) (Rohling et al., 2014), with the probabilistically determined maximum (thick blue line) with 95% bounds (thin blue lines) (Grant et al., 2012; Rohling et al., 2014). b. Com-
parison between probabilistic results from a for the Mediterranean (blue) with (~800) individual data points with 1s uncertainties (orange), and probabilistic results (red lines, 95%
bounds) from the Red Sea method for the Bab-el-Mandab Strait (Grant et al., 2012). “Sapr.” indicates sapropels that resulted from African monsoon ﬂooding into the Mediterranean
(Rohling et al., 2015). “?” is a “missing sapropel”; section 2.1. The LGM gap in the Red Sea data-series represents the prominent LGM aplanktonic zone discussed in the text. c. Results
from a and b compared with SW Paciﬁc deep-sea dsw sea-level estimates with 1s uncertainties (Elderﬁeld et al., 2012), and its probabilistic assessment (Rohling et al., 2014). d. As c,
but compared with fossil coral positions (Zcp) (Hibbert et al., 2016) with 95% uncertainties. Magenta: Tahiti. Cyan: Barbados. No species-speciﬁc habitat depth uncertainties are
indicated (Hibbert et al., 2016), but the deepest PGM and LGM Tahiti values are both based on Porites sp. from Tiarei, deep LGM values from Barbados are also based on Porites sp.,
but possess wider depth ranges. Hence, we focus on the PGMTahitieLGMTahiti comparison (Table 2).
E.J. Rohling et al. / Quaternary Science Reviews 176 (2017) 1e28 52003a,b). d18O records include data for the surface-dwelling
planktonic foraminifer Globigerinoides ruber (white) for all cores,
and for the subsurface-dwelling planktonic foraminifer Neo-
globoquadrina pachyderma (dextral) for core LC21 (habitats after
Rohling et al., 2004), and we use conversions to sea level after
Rohling et al. (2014). The agemodel for each core is based on tuning
to the Soreq Cave (Israel) speleothem d18O record (Bar-Matthewset al., 2003; Grant et al., 2012; Hennekam, 2015), and recalibrat-
ing original 14C datings with the most recent 14C calibration curve
(Reimer et al., 2013) using a DR value of 35 ± 70 years (Siani et al.,
2000).
In the Mediterranean, the marginal-basin method has limita-
tions at times of strong northern hemisphere insolation maxima,
when African monsoon intensiﬁcation led to large-scale freshwater
Table 2
Results of PGMeLGM sea-level comparisons.
Mean
zLGM
95% bounds Mean
zPGM
95% bounds Dz 95% bounds
to Dz
df Probability that means are equal
Mediterranean Sea 124 11 90 11 34 15 3998 P « 0.0001
Red Sea (e116) 6 96 3 20 7 999 P « 0.0001
Elderﬁeld et al. (2012) 113 13 101 13 12 18 1998 P ¼ 0.09
Corals (Tahiti only) 129 3 (e101) 15 28 15 3 P ¼ 0.02
Corals (PGMTahiti eLGMBarbados) 142 1 (e101) 15 41 15 8 P ¼ 0.0003
Rabineau et al. (2006)* 102 6 92 7 10 9 n/a n/a
Over the ﬁve main estimates (i.e., without the PGMTahiti eLGMBarbados coral estimate), mean DzPGMeLGM ¼ 21 ± 14 m (95% probability). Parentheses indicate values based on
small numbers of observations. Probabilities of means being equal were assessed with a one-tailed t-test, where t ¼ Dz/se, where se is the standard error of the mean (the
reported 95% probability bounds are equivalent to 2se, and df¼ degrees of freedom for the combined means). *¼ 95% bounds on western Mediterranean palaeoshorelines are
highly unlikely to overlap between LGM and PGM because both depend systematically on regional subsidence rate (if uncertainty is positive in one estimate, it is positive in the
other); hence, the t-test is not applicable, as it assumes random-normal distributions instead of systematically related uncertainties.
Fig. 3. Mediterranean relative sea-level stack. a. Mediterranean planktonic foraminiferal d18O records on the Grant et al. (2012) chronology. b. Combined Mediterranean RSL
dataset (blue) after transformation of d18O data for Globigerinoides ruber (white) and Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (dextral) into RSL (Rohling et al., 2014). Individual datapoints are
shown with relative sea level with 1s age and RSL uncertainties. Sapropel intervals (Rohling et al., 2014) with anomalous values are indicated. We include Red Sea RSL data (red,
Fig. 2) for comparison of full data ranges between the two marginal-basin RSL records. The LGM gap in the Red Sea data-series represents the prominent LGM aplanktonic zone
discussed in the text.
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African river systems (e.g., Rohling et al., 2002, 2004, 2014, 2015;
Larrasoa~na et al., 2003; Scrivner et al., 2004; Osborne et al., 2008;
Hennekam, 2015). Such times are identiﬁed in Mediterranean
sediment cores based on sharply delineated intervals of low
surface-water oxygen isotope (d18O) anomalies (Fig. 3), increased
sediment organic-matter accumulation under low-oxygen to
anoxic deep-water conditions, and sediment barium enrichments
(for a review, see Rohling et al., 2015). These organic-rich intervals
are known as sapropels. Some sapropels have been oxidised after
deposition (ghost sapropels), or organic carbon burial remained
limited due to continued deep-water ventilation (missing sapro-
pels), but in those cases the intervals can still be identiﬁed using
other characteristic signals (Rohling et al., 2014). Hence, sapropel
intervals are easily identiﬁed, and they do not affect our
Mediterranean-based RSL values for the LGM or PGM (Figs. 2 and
3).
For both the Red Sea andMediterranean records, individual data
values (with uncertainties in both age and sea-level value) are not
instructive for determining the PGMeLGM difference. Instead theoverall structure of the records needs to be used, which accounts
for covariations and autocorrelations within the record (systematic
elements in the uncertainties). For this, we use Monte-Carlo-style
probabilistic evaluations of the highly resolved data series that
determine the probability maximum (modal value) and its 95%
probability interval. Here we use published results for the Red Sea
(Grant et al., 2012) and new results from the same method for our
new Mediterranean stack (Fig. 2a and b). Good signal agreement
exists between the Mediterranean and Red Sea records, except
during the sharply delineated Mediterranean sapropel intervals. In
those intervals, freshwater-induced low-d18O surface-water con-
ditions (e.g., Rohling et al., 2002, 2004) yield spurious (high) sea-
level extremes in the Mediterranean reconstruction (Fig. 2b and
Fig. 3), which can be discarded when identiﬁed using associated
sapropel indicators (Rohling et al., 2014, 2015).
2.2. Deep-sea seawater d18O
Highly resolved time-series of past sea-level variability can also
be obtained from dsw data (e.g., Sosdian and Rosenthal, 2009;
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benthic foraminiferal carbonate d18O data (dc) that are corrected for
temperature changes using Mg/Ca analyses of the same benthic
foraminifera (Martin et al., 2002; Sosdian and Rosenthal, 2009;
Elderﬁeld et al., 2010, 2012). Variations in dsw primarily represent
global ice-volume changes that are related to global sea-level
changes via isotope mass-balance calculations. But deep-sea tem-
perature changes are relatively small (~3 C between glacials and
interglacials), and the Mg/Ca method cannot resolve them to better
than about ±1 C (1s). Note that the deep-sea dsw method also
involves assumptions about the ice-d18O valuewhen converting dsw
into ice-volume estimates (this is further discussed on the basis of
results from this study, in section 4.3). Overall, the deep-sea dsw
method yields individual sea-level estimates with uncertainties of
about ±30 m. Again, probabilistic assessment of highly resolved,
coherent dsw records from single cores with strictly constrained
stratigraphy allows recovery of the overall structure of changes
with narrower uncertainties. Therefore, we use the results from a
probabilistic assessment of a single coherent dsw record of SW Pa-
ciﬁc abyssal waters that likely presents a well-integrated global
signal (Elderﬁeld et al., 2012). Speciﬁcally, we use a probabilistic
assessment of that record, which highlights the overall signal
structure, and accounts for both chronological and sea-level un-
certainties (Rohling et al., 2014) (Fig. 2c).
2.3. Fossil coral data
Fossil corals provide valuable insights into past changes in sea
level. However, they are discrete rather than continuous estimates
and are associated with several locational (tectonic and glacio-
isostatic) as well as biological (e.g., palaeo-water depth) assump-
tions. For coral-based evidence of past sea levels, we extract fossil
coral position data (Zcp) from the methodologically harmonised
database of Hibbert et al. (2016), with 2s uncertainties (Fig. 2d). We
consider only samples that pass the following screening criteria: (a)
% calcite < 2; (b) 232Th concentration < 2 ppb; and (c)
d234Uinitial ¼ 147 ± 5‰ (ages <17 ka and 71 to 130 ka),
d234Uinitial ¼ 142 ± 8‰ (ages 17 to 71 ka), and d234Uinitial ¼ 147
þ5/10‰ (ages >130 ka).
It is difﬁcult to use fossil corals to determine sea-level lowstands
of glacial maxima before the LGM because the evidence is hidden at
poorly accessible water depths, buried under younger sediments, or
overgrown by corals from subsequent lowstands. Consequently, no
site currently has both LGM and PGM coral sea-level estimates. Drill
cores from Tahiti, however, have corals from the PGM (Thomas
et al., 2009) as well as corals ‘bracketing’ the LGM (Bard et al.,
1996, 2010; Thomas et al., 2009; Deschamps et al., 2012). Tahiti is
also unusual in that it has independently constrained subsidence
rates (based on radiometrically dated lava ﬂows; Bard et al., 1996;
Le Roy, 1994), which e when assumed to be constant through
time e help in obtaining good tectonically corrected elevations. A
drill core from Tiarei (Tahiti; Thomas et al., 2009) has in-growth-
position corals of the same genus (Porites sp.) for the PGM and
the end of Marine Isotope Stage 3 (end of MIS 3; ~29 ka). While
taxonomically similar, these corals are from different assemblages
and have been assigned different palaeo-waterdepth estimates,
with the MIS 3 samples likely representing a deeper, fore-reef
setting (Montaggioni, 2005). The same site (Tiarei) also has a
taxonomically different in-growth-position coral at a similar
tectonically corrected elevation as the MIS 3 corals, dated to ~16 ka
(Pocillopora sp., Deschamps et al., 2012). Taken together, the corals
dated at ~29 ka and 16 ka provide a minimum estimate of the LGM
sea-level drop, given that LGM sea level likely fell below the
elevation of these ‘bracketing’ corals. Based on this minimum LGM
sea-level-drop estimate, we infer a coral-based minimum estimatefor the PGMeLGM sea-level difference of ~14 m. If the mean Zcp
values for the end-of-MIS 3 and PGM corals are taken at face value
(taking the end-of-MIS 3 as indicative of the LGM), then the
inferred PGMeLGM sea-level difference is ~27m (Fig. 2d). Note that
comparisonwith Barbados LGM data (also Porites; Bard et al., 1990;
Fairbanks et al., 2005) suggests a potentially greater PGMeLGM
offset (~41 m), but this estimate is subject to differences between
the geological and glacioisostatic settings of Barbados and Tahiti.
We therefore concentrate on the ‘face-value’ estimate fromTahiti as
the most representative coral-based estimate (Fig. 2d, Table 2).
We do not suggest that the data in Fig. 2d represent a ﬁnished
coral-based sea-level record because that would require e most
importantly e additional high-quality coral data for both the LGM
and PGM, and additional study-speciﬁc considerations that include
stratigraphic and biological assemblage arguments, and glacioiso-
static corrections among sites (for discussion, see Hibbert et al.
(2016) and references therein). Given the current limited avail-
ability of (screened) data, such a complete assessment is not yet
feasible. Instead, we merely use the data to show amplitude
agreement between coral data and other reconstructions, and then
focus on the PGMeLGM difference.
2.4. Synthesis of PGMeLGM sea-level contrasts
The depth difference (Dz) between PGM and LGM sea-level es-
timates is highlighted in Fig. 2 for each method considered, and
considered alongside the western Mediterranean palaeo-shoreline
evidence of Rabineau et al. (2006) (see also Table 2). We ﬁnd that all
ﬁve methods (six with two coral options) reveal a coherent
PGMeLGM sea-level offset with mean Dz ¼ 21 ± 14 m (95% prob-
ability). In IPCC terminology (Stocker et al., 2013), therefore, it is
virtually certain for the PGMeLGM that Dz exceeds 0 m, and
extremely likely that Dz falls between 7 and 35 m. The fact that the
ﬁve methods are independent of each other is strong validation of
our Dz observations. Furthermore, a lower LGM global sea level
(hence a larger global ice volume), relative to the PGM, agrees
qualitatively with glacial-cycle model results driven by astronom-
ical cycles and greenhouse gas (CO2) ﬂuctuations (Dz ¼ ~10 m)
(Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013), and with the aforementioned Red Sea
aplanktonic-zone observations.
To test the sensitivity of our approach for detecting sea-level
differences, we also compare sea levels for the PGM with those
for MIS 4 (Table 3, Fig. 2). Observed DzPGMeMIS4 values are both
positive and negative. Even if the anomalous value with negative
DzPGMeMIS4 is omitted, the 95% probability bounds for mean
DzPGMeMIS4 still overlap with zero. At 95% probability, therefore,
PGM and MIS 4 sea levels cannot be distinguished, whereas PGM
and LGM sea level were clearly different.
3. PGMeLGM contrasts in ice extent and volume
3.1. Synthesis of PGM ice-sheet extents, mapping and dating
Extensive mapping of glacial features (moraines, till and glacial
outwash sequences, etc.) suggests that the southern limit of the EIS
extended much further to the south during the Saalian maximum,
relative to the LGM (see compilation of Svendsen et al. (2004),
updated in Ehlers et al. (2011a) and references therein). The Saalian
complex of glaciogenic landforms and sediments includes multiple
glacial episodes between the Holsteinian and Eemian interglacials
(Gibbard and Cohen, 2008), including the PGM. The maximum
extent of each of these glaciations was not necessarily reached at
the same time along the entirety of the ice margin; effectively they
were spatially variable and diachronous glacial maxima. The PGM
limits are well-documented only for the SWmargins of the EIS (e.g.,
Table 3
Results of PGMeMIS4 sea-level comparisons.
Mean
zMIS4
95% bounds Mean
zPGM
95% bounds Dz 95% bounds
(2 se equi-valent)
df Probability that means are equal
Mediterranean Sea 105 11 90 11 15 15 3998 P ¼ 0.02
Red Sea 100 3 96 3 4 5 1998 P ¼ 0.06
Elderﬁeld et al. (2012) 93 13 101 13 8 18 1998 P ¼ 0.19
Over the three estimates, mean DzPGMeMIS4 ¼ 4 ± 14 m (95% probability). NB: the third record has a reversed sign. Omitting this only changes the overall result to
DzPGMeMIS4 ¼ 10 ± 11 m (95% probability). Probabilities of means being equal were assessed as in Table 2.
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2004, 2011 and references therein; Germany, Ehlers et al., 2011b;
Litt et al., 2007; Poland, Marks, 2011 and references therein). Re-
constructions for the eastern sector are more tentative (e.g.,
Astakhov, 2011, 2013; Velichko et al., 2011; M€oller et al., 2015;
Astakhov et al., 2016), and much of the literature is restricted to
Russian sources (for reviews, see Astakhov, 2013; Astakhov et al.,
2016).
The record of the PGM glaciation in North America is more
fragmentary than that for Eurasia. In general, the Laurentide LGM
ice limits are the most extensive (e.g., Dyke et al., 2002), except for
some protrusions of older glacial material, e.g., in Illinois (type
section for the pre-LGM Illinoian glaciation that includes the PGM,
Curry et al., 2011), where several glacial till members and glacial
ridges extend beyond the Wisconsinan (LGM) limits, with OSL
constraints that suggest three advances within MIS 6 (McKay and
Berg, 2008; McKay et al., 2008; Webb et al., 2012). More exten-
sive pre-LGM (including Illinoian) ice limits have also been re-
ported in Ohio (e.g., Pavey et al., 1999; Szabo and Totten, 1995;
Szabo et al., 2011; Fugitt et al., 2016), Pennsylvania (Braun, 2011
and references therein), Missouri (e.g., Rovey and Balco, 2011),
and Wisconsin (Syverson and Colgan, 2011), but age control and
correlations are problematic. For the Cordilleran Ice Sheet
(contributing to our broad NAIS interpretation), continental-ice
presence is documented in NW Canada and Alaska only for the
Late Pleistocene (i.e., post-PGM). The sedimentary record captures
a succession of plateau/montane glaciations (often successively less
extensive than the previous), but only a single continental glacia-
tion (Liverman et al., 1989; Jackson et al., 1991; Young et al., 1994;
Duk-Rodkin et al., 1996; Harris, 2005; Barendregt and Duk-
Rodkin, 2011; Clague and Ward, 2011; Jackson et al., 2011;
Demuro et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2013). Uncertain, and often
inconsistent age control again hinders correlation of these pre-LGM
glaciations (e.g., Stroeven et al., 2010, 2014).
Marine records offer a (potentially) continuous record of PGM
ice-sheet dynamics. The input of ice-rafted debris (IRD) allows
reconstruction of ice sheet dynamics, ice source, and iceberg-melt
location (Ruddiman, 1977; Bond and Lotti, 1995; Hemming,
2004). The marine record of Eurasian glacial episodes (e.g.,
Spielhagen et al., 2004; Sejrup et al., 2005; Toucanne et al., 2009;
Obrochta et al., 2014; L€owemark et al., 2016) and geophysical
mapping (e.g., Polyak et al., 2001, 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2010;
Niessen et al., 2013; Dove et al., 2014), indicate differences be-
tween the LGM and PGM glaciations, with suggestions that the
PGM/MIS 6 glaciation was one of the more extensive glacial epi-
sodes. Conversely, IRD from North America (Hudson Strait) does
not seem to have reached the North Atlantic IRD belt during the
penultimate glacial cycle (Obrochta et al., 2014), while it still
occurred in the Labrador Sea, in close proximity to the eastern
North American margin (Channell et al., 2012). This contrasts with
large quantities of North American IRD in the IRD belt during the
last glacial cycle (e.g., Ruddiman, 1977; Hemming, 2004), which
suggests likely differences in ice-mass distribution and ice-stream
dynamics between the PGM and LGM NAIS.Robust correlations and chronology of mapped pre-LGM ice
advances have proven elusive, not least due to difﬁculties in
continental-scale correlation of glacial features/stratigraphic units
and the proliferation of stratigraphic terminology. These difﬁculties
are compounded when comparing terrestrial records of glaciation
with marine records (e.g., Mix et al., 2001). For example, the last
glacial interval in the marine record, MIS2 (Imbrie et al., 1984;
Martinson et al., 1987; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005), represents an
interval of maximum global ice volume, which does not necessarily
correspond to the timing of maximum mapped glacial extents on
land, which are themselves globally asynchronous (e.g., Ehlers and
Gibbard, 2007). Correlations between glacial units, and correlations
to the marine record are also affected by methodological con-
straints of the various absolute dating methods. The PGM falls
outside the range of the radiocarbon method, and for other abso-
lute methods (optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) and
cosmogenic nuclide dating) care must be takenwith both sampling
and interpretation because of inherent methodological assump-
tions (e.g., Aitken, 1998; Gosse and Phillips, 2001) and geological
uncertainties (e.g., erosion, prior exposure and shielding issues
associated with cosmogenic nuclide dating, Fabel and Harbor, 1999;
Putkonen and Swanson, 2003; and incomplete bleaching of quartz
and feldspar grains in glacial settings for OSL dating, e.g., Gemmell,
1988). Relative age control for some glacial sediments has been
achieved using the stratigraphic position of glacial deposits relative
to interglacial sediments (e.g., peats, the ages of which are occa-
sionally constrained by U-series dating), and tephra (e.g., the Old
Crow tephra that provides a youngest age limit for underlying
glaciogenic sediments in North America; e.g., Ward et al., 2008).
Available PGM terrestrial evidence for the EIS with currently
available dating constraints is summarised in Fig. 1. Note that we
make no judgement regarding the reliability of ages, and include
sites only where the original authors speciﬁcally attribute glacial
sediments/features to the PGM, where this is either identiﬁed as
MIS 6 or the youngest Saalian/Illinoian glacial episodes. Our data-
base for these PGM-speciﬁc data is available at the URL listed in the
acknowledgements.
The mapped extents in Fig. 1 help to constrain the maximum
PGM ice-sheet area, but are not indicative of ice-sheet thickness
(i.e., topography, volume). Instead, model inversion techniques
with varying assumptions and input datasets (e.g., Peltier, 2004;
Lambeck et al., 2006; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015) are needed to pro-
vide dynamic ice histories with volume, extent, and topographic
constraints (see Stokes et al., 2015 for an overview on modelling
past ice sheets). Ice-sheet extent, form, and thickness result from
interactions between glaciological and climatological factors on
local, regional, and global scales. Limits to ice-sheet extent include
ice rheology (Glen, 1958) and ice-ﬂow mechanisms driven by ice-
elevation gradients, including the ice-thickness/basal-melting
negative feedback (Payne, 1995; Marshall and Clark, 2002), and
variations in basal conditions such as topography, sub-glacial till
rheology (e.g., Clark and Pollard, 1998; Licciardi et al., 1998), and
geothermal heat ﬂux (e.g., Pattyn, 2010). Regional ice thickness
depends primarily on near-surface temperatures and rates of snow
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the mass balance of an ice sheet can be affected by factors such as:
dust deposition that alters snow and ice albedo (e.g., Krinner et al.,
2006; Bar-Or et al., 2008); albedo feedbacks from changes in
vegetation cover around the ice sheet (e.g., Gallimore and Kutzbach,
1996); and changes in the sources and pathways of moisture
advection. Differences in these factors may account (partly) for the
different spatial EIS extents between the PGM and LGM. For
example, dust transportation is thought to have been more intense
during the LGM than the PGM (e.g., Naafs et al., 2012). In addition,
the PGM EIS was affected by large pro-glacial lakes, which (because
of large heat capacities) can cool regional summer climates, and
which also modify precipitation through meso-scale atmospheric
feedbacks (e.g., Krinner et al., 2004; Colleoni et al., 2009). No
geological evidence exists for such lakes during the LGM
(Mangerud et al., 2004).
Even under favourable conditions for glaciation, other controls
such as topographic (including ice-sheet) barriers may block
moisture advection, limiting ice-sheet growth above a certain
height (e.g., Kageyama and Valdes, 2000; Ullman et al., 2014; Liakka
et al., 2016). Ice-sheet orography by itself affects local weather
systems e e.g., lee-side cyclogenesis by increasing the advection of
cold air, with impacts on precipitation e in addition to altering
atmospheric stationary-wave patterns over the ice topography
(e.g., Cook and Held, 1988; Roe and Lindzen, 2001; Abe-Ouchi et al.,
2007; L€ofverstr€om et al., 2014). Such inﬂuences affect ice-sheet
ablation and elevation through temperature changes at both local
and regional scales (e.g., Roe and Lindzen, 2001; Liakka et al., 2012).
For example, NAIS-elevation changes during the last glacial cycle
altered both the position and strength of the North Atlantic jet
stream (e.g., Kageyama and Valdes, 2000; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2007).
This caused changes in North Atlantic storm tracks and European
precipitation (Liakka et al., 2016): a higher NAIS results in a more
zonal jet stream (Roe and Lindzen, 2001; L€ofverstr€om et al., 2014),
with drier (wetter) conditions in northern (southern) Europe
(L€ofverstr€om et al., 2014). Conversely, a small NAIS has limited
impact on European precipitation (Liakka et al., 2016). Other im-
pacts on the storm track relate to sea-ice and sea-surface temper-
ature distributions (Kageyama and Valdes, 2000): during the LGM,
for example, extensive Arctic/North Atlantic sea-ice cover is
thought to have caused considerable southward storm-track
displacement (e.g., Kageyama et al., 1999). These various in-
ﬂuences likely account for the signiﬁcant difference in EIS distri-
butions between the PGM and LGM (e.g., Liakka et al., 2016), given
that (i) the PGM had less extensive and seasonally open sea-ice
conditions, relative to extensive and severe sea-ice conditions
during the LGM (e.g., Spielhagen et al., 2004; Nørgaard-Pedersen
et al., 2007; Polyak et al., 2010; de Vernal et al., 2013; Arndt et al.,
2014; L€owemark et al., 2016), and (ii) the NAIS was smaller/lower
during the PGM than during the LGM (e.g., Svendsen et al., 2004;
Ehlers et al., 2011a).
Stationary wave patterns also affect the southernmost boundary
of the NAIS, by enhancing or decreasing local ablation (Cook and
Held, 1988; Roe and Lindzen, 2001; Liakka et al., 2012). Certain
conﬁgurations induce warming in the northwest of North America,
cooling over the central continent, and awarm anomaly in the east;
this pattern facilitates southward ice-sheet expansion over the
central continent, and poleward deﬂection of the ice margin in the
east (Liakka et al., 2012). A reduced wavelength of the stationary
wave e a function of differences in the zonal-mean background
state, latitude, and size of the NAIS (Cook and Held, 1988; Ringler
and Cook, 1997; Liakka et al., 2012, 2016) e tends to shift the
centre of mass eastward, which facilitates southward penetration
of a NAIS lobe along the eastern continental boundary (Roe and
Lindzen, 2001). Ice-volume hysteresis may also be (partly) relatedto variations in the latitudinal extent of the Laurentide ice sheet
(Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013). Overall, differences between PGM and
LGM reconstructions of the NAIS likely reﬂect differences in the
zonal-mean atmospheric circulation and the induced temperature
anomalies (e.g., Liakka et al., 2012).
3.2. PGM ice-volume estimates
We now use our PGMeLGM Dz of 21 ± 14 m to calculate ranges
of PGM ice volumes for the EIS and NAIS, based on published ice-
sheet reconstructions (Table 1). Relative to an LGM sea-level drop
of about 130m, our Dz suggests a PGM sea-level drop of 109 ± 14m.
A selection of recent ice-volume estimates for the PGM and LGM ice
sheets is given in Table 1, with a focus on models that are con-
strained by geological or sea-level evidence, which illustrates the
evolution of estimates within the last decade (notably, a reduction
in LGM EIS estimates). Comparisons between estimates may be
complicated by differing methods (e.g., whether estimates are
constrained by glacio-geomorphological observations), the as-
sumptions made when calculating mSLE (e.g., choice of water/ice
densities, and whether the modern ocean area is used or a reduced
value due to sea-level lowering), and incremental model develop-
ment, which can lead to differences between originally published
values and those from subsequent modelling.
Assuming a PGM sea-level drop of 109 ± 14 m, a PGM EIS vol-
ume of 33e53 mSLE, and comparable Antarctic excess ice volume
between the PGM and LGM (assuming ~17 mSLE as an upper bound,
based on geologically constrained glaciological modelling; Table 1),
the inferred values imply a North American NAIS volume as small as
59 to 39mSLE (±14mSLE), respectively. A caveat applies with respect
to attribution of component contributions to the overall sea-level
drop, namely that various indicators for the maximum EIS extent
may represent different glacial advance phases at different loca-
tions (Svendsen et al., 2004; Lambeck et al., 2006; Hughes et al.,
2013; Colleoni et al., 2016) (Fig. 1). In that case, PGM EIS volume
may have been overestimated; a conservative limit may be calcu-
lated for the PGMNAIS by assuming a 29mSLE limit for the PGM EIS,
similar to the upper limit for the LGM EIS and in agreement with
ice-sheet models that suggest a maximum EIS of 40 mSLE (Bintanja
et al., 2005; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2015) (which conﬂicts with data-
driven estimates of 50e71 mSLE; Table 1). This conservative limit
for PGM NAIS volume is 63 ± 14 mSLE, so that we infer a PGM NAIS
ice-volume range of 39e63 mSLE (±14 mSLE) from our Dz assess-
ment, while previous PGM NAIS reconstructions infer a volume of
30e84 mSLE (Table 1). In contrast to our PGM NAIS ice-volume
range of 39e63 mSLE (±14 mSLE), LGM NAIS estimates range over
51e94 mSLE (Table 1).
Overall, our analysis indicates that PGM global land-based ice
volume was smaller than LGM global land-based ice volume; more
robust analysis requires improved individual component ice-
volume estimates. A strong case exists for a small PGM NAIS,
from a combination of climate and ice-sheet modelling (Colleoni
et al., 2014, 2016; Wekerle et al., 2016), GIA modelling (Potter and
Lambeck, 2003; Lambeck et al., 2006, 2010, 2017; Wainer et al.,
2017), and North Atlantic IRD observations (Obrochta et al., 2014),
in addition to our sea-level assessment (this study).
4. Implications of PGMeLGM ice-volume differences
4.1. Implications for concepts of glacial inception
To provide a wider climatic context to the PGMeLGM ice-
volume differences documented in this study, we also deter-
mined PGMeLGM contrasts in other key climate parameters
(Table 4). For this analysis, we performed Monte-Carlo-style
Table 4
PGMeLGM comparisons between important climate parameters.
LGM 95% bounds PGM 95% bounds DPGM-LGM 95% bounds
Insolation (W m2)a 464.34 463.97 0.37
Summer energy (Ga-Joules m2)b 2.89 2.97 0.08
CO2 (p.p.m.v.)c 182.17(181.59) 4.27(1.45) 188.79(188.32) 6.72(1.41) 6.62(6.74) 7.96(2.02)
DFCO2 (W m2)c,d,e,f,g,h,j 2.41(-2.43) 0.16(0.06) 2.11(-2.12) 0.20(0.05) 0.30(0.32) 0.26(0.08)
CH4 (p.p.b.v.)i 354.20(356.49) 18.24(17.45) 354.04(350.02) 42.63(7.59) 0.16(-6.47) 46.37(19.03)
DFCH4 (W m2)i,j 0.25(-0.25) 0.02(0.01) 0.25(-0.25) 0.04(0.01) 0.00(-0.01) 0.05(0.02)
DFGHG (W m2)j 3.03(-3.03) 0.36(0.09) 2.74(-2.73) 0.38(0.09) 0.29(0.30) 0.52(0.13)
Antarctic Temperature (C)k 9.60(-9.61) 3.24(0.77) 9.03(-9.03) 3.24(0.72) 0.57(0.58) 4.58(1.05)
Antarctic Temperature (C)l 9.18(-9.21) 3.25(0.78) 8.49(-8.50) 3.33(0.87) 0.69(0.71) 4.65(1.17)
Dd18Obenthic stackm 1.78 0.10 1.77 0.10 0.01 0.14
Insolation is calculated at 65N on June 21st. Summer energy is calculated at 65N, for t ¼ 400 W m2. For CO2, DFCO2, CH4, DFCH4, DFGHG, and Antarctic temperatures both
median and probability maximum (latter in parenthesis) values and their 95% bounds are reported. The standard error associated to the Dd18Obenthic stack is 0.05‰.
a Laskar et al., 2004.
b Huybers, 2006.
c Monnin et al., 2001.
d Monnin et al., 2004.
e Schmitt et al., 2012.
f Schneider et al., 2013.
g Landais et al., 2013.
h Ahn and Brook, 2014.
i Loulergue et al., 2008.
j K€ohler et al., 2010.
k Stenni et al., 2010.
l Parrenin et al., 2013.
m Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005.
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uncertainties associated with the various records. For CO2, CH4, and
Antarctic temperature records (Monnin et al., 2001, 2004;
Loulergue et al., 2008; Lourantou et al., 2010; Stenni et al., 2010;
Schmitt et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Landais et al., 2013;
Parrenin et al., 2013; Ahn and Brook, 2014), we account for un-
certainties associated with chronology (AICC 2012, Veres et al.,
2013; Bazin et al., 2013) and proxy measurement in each record
to determine the 68% (16the84th percentile) and 95% (2.5the97.5th
percentile) probability intervals, the median (50th percentile), and
the probability maximum (modal value) with its 95% probability
interval (e.g., Grant et al., 2012; Rohling et al., 2014; Marino et al.,
2015). We probabilistically calculate greenhouse gas (GHG) com-
ponents of Earth's radiative balance (DFCO2, DFCH4, and DFGHG) from
ice-core time series of CO2 and/or CH4, referencing radiative forcing
estimates to the values at AD1000 (cf. Rohling et al., 2012). This
probabilistic analysis accounts for (i) chronological and measure-
ment uncertainties for CO2 (Monnin et al., 2001, 2004; Schmitt
et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Landais et al., 2013; Ahn and
Brook, 2014) and/or CH4 time series (Loulergue et al., 2008), and
(ii) uncertainties associated with conversion of CO2 and/or CH4 to
DFCO2,DFCH4, and DFGHG. Input data for theMonte Carlo routines are
the ice-core ‘gas ages’ with uncertainties of the AICC2012 chro-
nology (Veres et al., 2013; Bazin et al., 2013) and CO2 and/or CH4
data with analytical uncertainties (Monnin et al., 2001, 2004;
Loulergue et al., 2008; Schmitt et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013;
Landais et al., 2013; Ahn and Brook, 2014). Each data point was
separately and randomly sampled n times within its uncertainties
and converted to DF values, using the equations of K€ohler et al.
(2010) with their uncertainties. Each iteration was interpolated
linearly and the probability distribution was assessed at each time
step to determine probability intervals and probability maxima.
Finally, minima in the median and probability maximum of each
climate parameter (with 95% probability bounds) were determined
within the 19e26.5 kyr ago (cf. Clark et al., 2009) and 138e155 kyr
ago intervals for the LGM and PGM, respectively. LGM and PGM
minima for summer insolation and energy at 65N were deter-
mined directly from the original datasets (Laskar et al., 2004;Huybers, 2006) through the same time intervals. In our analysis
we also considered deep-sea benthic foraminiferal carbonate d18O
from a stack of 57 globally distributed global records (Lisiecki and
Raymo, 2005): PGM and LGM maxima are reported as anomalies
(Dd18Obenthic) with respect to the mean of the most recent 2 kyrs.
Our assessment reveals similar values of commonly used key
climate parameters between the two glacial maxima (Table 4), in
contrast to the signiﬁcant sea-level difference between the PGM
and LGM (section 2.4). The identiﬁed contrasts between the PGM
and LGM highlight a need for future research to unravel the causes
of ice-age development into either a PGM-like, or an LGM-like
mode. Different PGM and LGM ice distributions between North
America and Eurasia imply different moisture ﬂuxes over the
continents between these glacial cycles, partly due to interactions
between NAIS size and atmospheric dynamics (e.g., Colleoni et al.,
2016; Liakka et al., 2016), and partly due to complex interacting
processes that drive glaciations toward large- or small-NAIS sizes
(e.g., Colleoni et al., 2011). For example, not only summer insolation
and GHG forcing (Table 4), but also ice-albedo feedbacks,
vegetation-albedo feedbacks, dust deposition on snow/ice, sea-ice
expansion, and sea surface temperature reduction need to be
considered (e.g., Oglesby, 1990; Calov et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2009;
Colleoni et al., 2011; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013; Liakka et al., 2016).
Moreover, ice-sheet accumulationmay not be related directly to the
commonly used summer insolation at speciﬁc latitudes, but may
also be affected (more) by insolation in other seasons, particularly
spring (Colleoni et al., 2011; Jakobsson et al., 2014a). Ice-sheet
nucleation may, in addition, depend on chaotic aspects of the
weather/climate system; for example, successive winters with
heavy snowfall may e almost randomly e cause some locations to
receive an initial snow cover with enough volume and albedo
feedback to ensure its survival and subsequent growth potential
(e.g., Oglesby, 1990). Finally, modelling studies (e.g., Abe-Ouchi
et al., 2013) indicate that glacial culminations like the PGM and
LGM reﬂect the outcome of temporal developments in forcings and
feedbacks through the preceding glacial cycle that include insola-
tion (e.g., Laskar et al., 2004; Colleoni et al., 2011), CO2 and CH4
concentrations (Monnin et al., 2001; Loulergue et al., 2008; Schmitt
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level/ice volume (e.g., Waelbroeck et al., 2002; Rohling et al., 2009,
2014; Elderﬁeld et al., 2012; Grant et al., 2014), and also in state
variables such as surface and deep-sea temperature (e.g., Stenni
et al., 2010; Elderﬁeld et al., 2012; Parrenin et al., 2013; Rohling
et al., 2012, 2014; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Snyder, 2016a,b).
Climate simulations by Colleoni et al. (2014) suggest that orbital
and greenhouse-gas changes for the penultimate glacial cycle were
more favourable for glacial inception over Eurasia than over North
America, relative to the last glacial cycle. Targeted high-resolution,
coupledmodelling of full glacial cycles on a global scale may further
improve understanding of differences between the PGM and LGM,
and other glacial maxima, and use of stable O-isotope-enabled
models may then help to explore the major issue highlighted in
section 4.3.4.2. Glacioisostatic corrections to Last Interglacial sea level
Proxy-based sea-level reconstructions generally refer to a
location-speciﬁc relative sea level (RSL). This is related to global
mean sea level (GMSL) via a glacial isostatic correction: GIA
correction ¼ GMSL e RSL. Different PGM and LGM ice-mass dis-
tributions may critically affect last interglacial glacioisostatic cor-
rections, and therefore reconstructions of LIG GMSL. We present an
exploration of this inﬂuence using several hypothetical scenarios
(Figs. 4e7; Table 5). We solve the sea-level equation using the
Kendall et al. (2005) method, which is adapted to account for
feedback from Earth's rotational vector (Mitrovica et al., 2005). The
model takes into account self-gravitational feedbacks, moving
shorelines, and marine-terminating ice sheets, and the sea-level
equation is solved in an iterative, pseudo-spectral manner
(Mitrovica et al., 2005; Tamisiea, 2011; Williams, 2016) that in-
corporates a spherically symmetric Earth representation.
We use three model outputs: (a) a global grid of RSL values
generated for a suite of earth-model parameterisations; (b) an RSLFig. 4. Hypothetical scenarios of PGM ice-mass distribution used to explore GIA implic
locations modelled here: 1. Camarinal Sill, 2. Rosh Hanikra, 3. Hanish Sill, 4. Seychelles, 5. Wes
in ice heights compared to ICE-2. d. ICE-4 scenario. Note the different geographical boundacurve for several key reconstruction sites; and (c) a GMSL curve
where ocean volume and area are corrected for GIA effects at each
modelled time step. We model GIA for representative sites for key
fossil-coral locations at Barbados (13.116 N, 59.542 W), Tahiti
(17.567 S, 149.58 W), Western Australia (22.32 S, 113.8 E), and
the Seychelles (4.67 S, 55.5 E) (e.g., Fairbanks, 1989; Stirling et al.,
1995; Bard et al., 1996; Israelson and Wohlfarth, 1999 e as early
examples from the extensive literature summarised by Hibbert
et al., 2016). Hanish Sill, Bab-el-Mandab Strait (13.733 N,
42.533 E), is the control point for Red Sea reconstructions, as is
Camarinal Sill, Strait of Gibraltar (35.92 N, 5.72 W), for Mediter-
ranean Sea reconstructions (Siddall et al., 2003; Grant et al., 2012,
2014; Rohling et al., 2014). Finally, we model a point for the east-
ernmost Mediterranean, at Rosh Hanikra (33.093 N, 35.105 E), for
which a detailed LIG coastal stratigraphic sequence has been pub-
lished (Sivan et al., 2016).
GIA assessment requires an ice history, which is a series of time-
point ﬁles with ice-height data on a global grid (here a 512  256
Gauss-Legendre grid). We developed four hypothetical ice histories
based on the arguments in this study, in 2-kyr time steps (Table 5,
Fig. 5). We emphasise that these are idealised hypothetical sce-
narios, designed to test the GIA response at each key location. For
more conclusive GIA corrections, extensive reconstruction is
needed of the time development of total ice mass and its distri-
bution between continental locations, at discrete time steps
through entire glacial cycles.
Our hypothetical “ICE-1” ice history (Fig. 5a) is a version of the
ICE-5G model (Peltier, 2004) that is extended to cover 2 identical
glacial cycles, placed before and after a 14-kyr interglacial high-
stand between 130 and 116 ka (Dutton and Lambeck, 2012).
Because of the way this is constructed by copying the last glacial
cycle, the peak amplitude for the PGM happens to fall on 152 ka.
Our further hypothetical scenarios keep timing-structure the same,
and only change total ice-volume amplitudes and relative NAIS:EIS
ice-mass distributions as explained below. Amplitude changesations. For details, see text, Fig. 5, and Table 5. a. ICE-1 scenario. Numbered sites are
tern Australia, 6. Tahiti, 7. Barbados. b. ICE-2 scenario. c. ICE-3 scenario. Note the switch
ries of the EIS, relative to other scenarios.
Fig. 5. Total ice volume and constituent ice-sheet volumes for each hypothetical ice history. a. ICE-1, b. ICE-2, c. ICE-3, and d. ICE-4 scenarios (for details, see text and Table 5).
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et al., 1984). Note that our scenarios are hypothetical and use
arbitrary values from within ranges outlined above, to investigate
the potential sense and scale of impacts; more deﬁnitive re-
constructions are contingent upon future research to determine
ice-mass distributions, Antarctic contributions, and GIA model
developments (e.g., allowing for incorporation of inhomogeneous
Earth models), etc.
In our hypothetical “ICE-2” ice history (Fig. 5b), the impact of
reduced ice mass at the PGM is compared with the LGM, while
keeping constant the NAIS:EIS mass-distribution proportionality.
ICE-2 features a 16% sea-level change for the PGM, from an LGM-
like 130 m to a reduced value of 109 m. A 16% total ice-
volume reduction at maximum glaciation represents ~21 mSLE of
change when applied to the ICE-5G model. Change to an ice history
requires adjustment over a sequence of time steps. To create ICE-2
by changing the PGM of ICE-1 (152 kyr ago), we also scaled the
surrounding 154,152, 150, 148,146,144 and 142 ka time points: 154
ka has a 14% ice reduction; 152,150, and 148 ka have 16% reduction;
146 ka has 10% reduction; and 144 and 142 ka have 8% reduction,
relative to ICE-1.
Hypothetical ice history “ICE-3” (Fig. 5c) was designed to
investigate how a changed PGM ice-mass distribution (i.e., smaller
NAIS, larger EIS) affects RSL histories at our study sites. We con-
strained the NAIS to 32 mSLE between 200 and 140 ka, and EIS to a
60mSLE maximum between 152 and 142 ka, and left the interglacial
to present day identical to ICE-1 and ICE-2. Temporal scaling for the
EIS through the penultimate glacial cycle is applied as follows
(Fig. 5c): between 236 and 198 ka, we scaled the EIS volume of ICE-
2 by a factor of 1.25, between 196 and 162 kawe scaled it by a factor
of 3, from 160 to 154 ka we scaled it by a factor of 3.2, from 140 to
136 ka we scaled it by a factor 5.5, and from 152 to 142 ka we held
the ice volume at 60 mSLE. All these adjustments were made withinthe geographical boundaries set out by ICE-5G. Within the
extended ICE-1 glacial history, the NAIS reached a greater ice vol-
ume early in the penultimate glacial cycle. To accommodate this in
ICE-3, we allowed initial penultimate glacial variation to the NAIS
(up to 36 mSLE), but when its ice volume would have increased
further we capped it at 32 mSLE. The required variation for total
global volume was then distributed into the EIS, and any remnant
required volume was pushed into the East and West Antarctic ice
sheets (Fig. 5c).
In a hypothetical ice history “ICE-4” (Fig. 5d), impacts of
allowing the EIS to occupy a larger area are assessed (cf. Fig. 1). In
ICE-3, the EIS remained within its ICE-5G boundaries despite giving
it greater mass. In ICE-4, we used the EIS distribution of de Boer
et al. (2014), and spliced it into ICE-3 instead of the ICE-5G extent
(EIS only). This new penultimate glacial EIS was scaled to match
ICE-3 volume variations, with the same rule as applied to NAIS
volume. Resulting ice-volume variations are identical to ICE-3 for
all ice sheets; the only difference is the EIS spatial distribution.
All ice histories were run using a range of 495 Earth models that
comprise 3 parameters for lithosphere thickness (71, 96, and
120 km), 11 parameters for upper mantle viscosity (1  1020 to
1  1021 Pa s), and 15 parameters for lower mantle viscosity
(2  1021 to 5  1022 Pa s). Results at each location are compared
with an LGM-like PGM (ICE-1) (Table 6). Appendix Ib provides a
global representation of the range in peak (maximum) RSL results
within the LIG across all 495 Earth models, for each of our ice
histories. While results for the LIG (Fig. 7) and for the wider interval
of 160e110 ka (Fig. 6) are e for clarity e only shown for a VM2-like
Earth model (with lithosphere thickness of 96 km, and upper and
lower mantle viscosities of 5  1020 and 2.5  1021 Pa s, respec-
tively), they can be compared to Fig. 8 to understand the range of
response possible across our wide suite of Earth parameters
(Table 6).
Fig. 6. Glacioisostatic adjustment results between 160 and 110 kyr ago. a. Global mean sea level (GMSL) results for the four ice histories (Table 5, and Fig. 4 and 5). b-h. Relative
sea-level (RSL) results for key sea-level reconstruction locations for the four simulated ice histories (Table 5, and Fig. 4 and 5). In each panel, corresponding GMSL results are
repeated in grey for reference. Results are shown for the VM2-like Earth Model as part of a wider suite of 495 Earth models (Table 6). Note that the GMSL output derived from ICE-1
tracks a different ice volume, relative to GMSL outputs from scenarios ICE-2, -3, and -4, which over-plot one another.
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that key differences in sensitivity (to Earthmodel) and amplitude of
RSL differences between a small (ICE-1, 2) or large EIS (ICE-3, 4) are
systematic across locations. Some sites have relatively low sensi-
tivity to, and small amplitude offset for, this change (Western
Australia, Barbados). Others have intermediate impact (2e6 m
difference, with Earth-model sensitivity characterised in the range
of 1e2.5 m; Hanish Sill, Tahiti, Seychelles), and some have even
larger impacts, with additional sensitivity to ice-sheet conﬁgura-
tion and Earth model (Camarinal Sill, Rosh Hanikra) (Fig. 7, Table 6).Our results are explored in a global context for three different
representative Earthmodels (Fig. 8 and Table 7). Each panel in Fig. 8
represents the difference between peak (maximum) RSL within the
last interglacial for two ice histories: ICE 1 for an LGM-like PGM,
and ICE 3 for a PGM with reduced total ice volume, larger EIS, and
smaller NAIS, albeit with constant geographical ice-sheet bound-
aries. Fig. 8a, b, and c represent data generated using Earth models
E1, E2, and E3, respectively (Table 7). All three panels indicate that a
variation in PGM ice volume and distribution is likely to result in a
change to the GIA correction during the interglacial period, and that
Fig. 7. As Fig. 6, but magniﬁed for the interval between 135 and 115 kyr ago. a. Global mean sea-level (GMSL) results for the four ice histories (Table 5, and Fig. 4 and 5). b-h.
Relative sea level (RSL) results for key sea-level reconstruction locations for the four ice histories (Table 5, and Fig. 4 and 5). In each panel, corresponding GMSL results are repeated
in grey, for reference. Results are shown for the VM2 Earth Model, as part of a wider suite of 495 Earth models (Table 6). Note that GMSL values for all ice scenarios (ICE-1 to 4) are
virtually indistinguishable through the interglacial period because they track the same global ice volume.
Table 5
Characteristics of hypothetical ice histories for GIA modelling.
Ice History Scenario Features
Contains a 14-kyr LIG highstand Reduced ice volume through PGM relative to LGM Small NAIS, large EIS at PGM Changed extent of PGM EIS
ICE 1 X
ICE 2 X X
ICE 3 X X X
ICE 4 X X X X
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choice of Earth model. Variation in LIG peak RSL between ICE-1 andICE-3 for E1 ranges from 2 to þ4 m for the sites considered here
(Fig. 8a) and corresponds to 0 to þ2.9 m changes in the GIA
Table 6
RSL at each study site for each ice-history scenario.
PGM (152 ka) ICE 2 e ICE1 ICE 3 e ICE 1 ICE 4 e ICE 1
Location Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation
Western Australia 19.8 0.4 18.1 0.7 17.9 0.8
Hanish Sill 19.2 0.6 22.1 1.9 22.2 1.7
Camarinal Sill 18.0 0.3 18.1 3.5 17.9 1.9
Rosh Hanikra 19.2 0.2 24.1 4.3 24.8 3.9
Tahiti 23.9 0.5 26.4 1.5 26.5 1.3
Barbados 20.6 0.3 15.6 0.9 15.3 1.2
Seychelles 21.1 0.6 20.9 0.7 21.1 0.7
Start of LIG (130 ka) ICE 2 e ICE1 ICE 3 e ICE 1 ICE 4 e ICE 1
Location Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation
Western Australia 0.4 0.2 1.3 0.7 1.1 0.8
Hanish Sill 0.7 0.3 5.5 2.5 5.1 2.1
Camarinal Sill 0.1 0.2 12.7 5.2 7.5 3.0
Rosh Hanikra 0.2 0.1 15.8 7.2 11.0 6.3
Tahiti 0.5 0.3 5.4 1.9 5.3 1.9
Barbados 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.9 0.0 2.1
Seychelles 0.3 0.3 2.2 1.0 2.5 1.1
End of LIG (116 ka) ICE 2 e ICE1 ICE 3 e ICE 1 ICE 4 e ICE 1
Location Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation Mean Difference Standard Deviation
Western Australia 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.7
Hanish Sill 0.2 0.2 2.3 1.7 2.1 1.4
Camarinal Sill 0.0 0.1 5.2 4.4 2.6 2.0
Rosh Hanikra 0.1 0.1 7.2 5.4 5.5 4.5
Tahiti 0.2 0.2 2.2 1.4 2.2 1.4
Barbados 0.0 0.1 0.6 1.6 0.7 1.9
Seychelles 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.5
Across the range of 495 Earth Models, we take the difference between RSL values calculated at the same time point, and present the mean and standard deviation of the
distribution of values across the 495 Earth models.
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the seven locations considered for all Earth models e given that
peak RSL varies markedly between Earth models (Fig. 8b and c) e
the difference between GIA corrections for ICE-1 and ICE-3 ranges
between 0.6 and þ 7.2 m (average values for each location over
the full suite of Earth models). This range of likely adjustments is of
the same order of magnitude as the existing range of GMSL esti-
mates for the LIG (i.e., þ4 to þ10 m above present), and therefore
cannot be ignored. We infer that considering alternate ice-sheet
conﬁgurations for the PGM will cause adjustments of several me-
tres in GIA corrections, even at far-ﬁeld sites (Fig. 8; Table 6). More
precise PGM ice-volume and mass-distribution reconstructions,
and improved GIA models, will be needed to obtain more conclu-
sive LIG GMSL estimates. For example, Dendy et al. (2017) high-
lighted the inadequacy of constructing past ice histories by
replicating the same glacial cycle. They quantiﬁed the scale of the
sensitivity by comparing results from a MIS 6/5 deglaciation based
on a particular age model (Waelbroeck et al., 2002; Shakun et al.,
2015) with a deglaciation that replicated the most recent one.
This uncertainty is likely to be reﬁned further as constraints on age
models for the MIS 6 deglaciation continue to evolve (Marino et al.,
2015).
Our initial assessment with hypothetical scenarios indicates a
high probability that LIG GMSL estimates will need to be altered
signiﬁcantly. One caveat applies, namely that the inferred adjust-
ments are partly due to the selection of sites used, given that none
seems to sample the major regions of negative adjustment in Fig. 8.
This suggests that these commonly used key sites for LIG sea-level
study may not be the most representative sampling for deter-
mining GMSL, and that sound LIG estimates will need a denser suite
of sites at which LIG RSL observations are made. Then, the same
exercise performed here for 7 sites should be performed for awider
suite, to evaluate the impact of different ice-mass distributions.4.3. The global d18O:sea-level/ice-volume relationship
The PGMeLGM value of Dz estimated from dsw (Elderﬁeld et al.,
2012) appears less well deﬁned and less conclusive than that
estimated from the other sea-level records (Table 2). Ice-volume/
sea-level reconstructions from seawater d18O records have so far
either assumed a temporally invariant relationship, or one inwhich
ice became isotopically more negative with increasing ice volume
within a glacial cycle (e.g., Duplessy et al., 2002; Waelbroeck et al.,
2002; Bintanja et al., 2005; Siddall et al., 2010; de Boer et al., 2014).
Potential seawater d18O bias among glacial cycles due to different
ice-volume to ice-d18O relationships would therefore affect all
ocean-d18O-based methods, including the Red Sea and Mediterra-
nean sea-level methods. However, the relative impact of this bias
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of each record, and speciﬁcally
on the strength of themarginal-sea residence-time effect in the Red
Sea and Mediterranean. Relative to open-ocean deep-sea glacial-
interglacial d18O gradients (~1e1.5‰), Mediterranean and Red Sea
d18O gradients are 2e3 times and 5e6 times as large, respectively. A
global seawater d18O bias of, for example, ~0.2‰ would therefore
have limited impact in Red Sea or Mediterranean sea-level re-
constructions, but would substantially affect the open-ocean dsw
method.
With this in mind, we note that global deep-sea benthic fora-
miniferal carbonate d18O records (dc) commonly have PGM and
LGM values that are identical within uncertainties (Table 4). Such
records represent combined ice-volume and deep-sea temperature
inﬂuences, in a proportional relationship of ~22 ± 3 m C1 (1s)
(Adkins et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2002; Sosdian and Rosenthal,
2009; Elderﬁeld et al., 2012). Thus, our mean Dz of 21 m implies
~1 C lower deep-sea temperatures during the PGM than the LGM
(see also Rohling et al., 2014). SW Paciﬁc Mg/Ca-based deep-sea
temperature estimates suggest 1 ± 0.5 C lower values during the
Fig. 8. Differences between peak (maximum) LIG RSL values for ice histories ICE-1
and ICE-3, for three different representative Earth models (Table 7). The analysis in-
cludes results from the entire LIG, between 116 and 130 ka. a. Using Earth model E1. b.
Based on E2. c. For E3 (Table 7). Red dots in a represent key sites referenced in this
study. Positive values indicate that the ICE-3 scenario generates lower peak
(maximum) MIS 5e RSL values than the ICE-1 scenario.
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et al., 2012). Another Mg/Ca study also suggests that Paciﬁc PGM
deep-sea temperatures were ~1 C lower than for the LGM (Martin
et al., 2002). These anomalies fall well within the uncertainties of
Mg/Ca calibrations, which remain poorly constrained at these low
temperatures, especially because near-freezing temperatures
require extrapolation outside the present-day calibration window
for the method (Martin et al., 2002; Elderﬁeld et al., 2010). More
importantly, it is difﬁcult to imagine how deep-sea temperaturescould have been much lower than in the LGM because (pressure-
corrected) conditions are thought to have been close to freezing in
much of the LGM deep sea already (Adkins et al., 2002). Decon-
volution of deep Paciﬁc dc into temperature and sea-level related
dsw components suggests similar deep-sea temperatures for the
PGM and LGM (Siddall et al., 2010). Finally, Antarctic temperature
reconstructions e from the continent adjacent to locations where
abyssal ocean temperatures are acquired e indicate similar PGM
and LGM temperatures (Table 4), which indirectly suggests similar
deep-sea temperatures.
If PGM and LGM deep-sea temperatures were similar (within
about 0.5 C), then a fundamental PGMeLGM offset is implied in
the relationships between mean global-ocean dsw and sea level or
ice volume. This might arise from: (a) ocean circulation differences
among glacial cycles, ﬁlling different volumes of the deep sea with
waters of different mean dsw values, although such contrasts are
thought to be averaged over multi-millennial periods (e.g., Siddall
et al., 2010); (b) different moisture pathways feeding contrasting
glacial conﬁgurations (e.g., Ullman et al., 2014; Colleoni et al., 2016),
with impacts on atmospheric vapour isotopic fractionation and,
hence, ice d18O; or (c) potential development of massive, largely
ﬂoating Arctic ice shelves during certain glacials (e.g., PGM), and
not during others (e.g., LGM) e these would cause negligible sea
level change, but considerable mean ocean d18O change (Niessen
et al., 2013; Jakobsson et al., 2016). Below, we discuss these three
options in turn.
Variations in dsw arise from: thewaxing andwaning of ice sheets
(i.e., changes in global ice volumes); changes in the balance of
evaporation and precipitation (e.g., Duplessy et al., 1991, 1992);
changes in the balance between advection and mixing between
water masses (e.g., Curry and Oppo, 1997); and changes in the
processes and intensity of deep-water formation, where varying
contributions of melt-water, entrained water, and brine to the
newly formed deep waters may impose regional dsw anomalies. For
example, pore-water dsw measurements are different in the deep
Paciﬁc, and northern and southern Atlantic between the LGM and
today (Adkins et al., 2002); the inferred changes suggest a large
freshwater imbalance in the northern convecting regions during
the LGM, with an important role for increased sea-ice formation
and export. Given the great difference in Arctic sea-ice conditions
that has been inferred between the PGM (less extensive and
seasonally open) and LGM (extensive and severe sea-ice condi-
tions) (Knies et al., 2000; Polyak et al., 2010; de Vernal et al., 2013;
Niessen et al., 2013; Arndt et al., 2014; Jakobsson et al., 2010, 2014b;
L€owemark et al., 2016), a difference in both the isotopic composi-
tion and volumetric contribution of northern-sourced deep waters
might be expected between the two glacial periods. There are some
hints of local dsw differences between the two glacial intervals (e.g.,
Skinner and Shackleton, 2005), with a shoaled hydrographic
gradient separating northern- and southern-sourced deep waters
and a potentially weaker North Atlantic overturning cell during the
PGM. Oxygen-isotope tracer models may help to unravel varying
changes in source dsw as well as different volumetric source-
contributions to the deep sea in different locations.
Decoupling of the dsw:ice-volume relationship could also occur
if the moisture pathways of ice growth change between different
glacial intervals (option b above). Vapour sourced from surface
waters records the initial surface-water dsw (source-water effect),
so that regional variations in source dsw have some initial impact on
ice-sheet d18O. More importantly, ice d18O also changes with the
intensity of Rayleigh distillation, as accumulation changes from
warm, low-elevation to colder, higher-elevation environments as
glaciation progresses. Similarly, longer air trajectories with more
Rayleigh distillation lead to accumulation of ice with lower d18O. As
a result, each ice sheet will have a different isotopic time-
Table 7
Summary of three representative Earth models used in Fig. 8.
Earth
Model
Parameterisations Rationale
E1 96 km thick lithosphere VM2-like (Peltier, 2004).
5  1020 Pa s upper mantle viscosity
2.5  1021 Pa s lower mantle viscosity
E2 120 km thick lithosphere Closest within suite of earth
models to a recent preferred
earth model for North American
ice history (Lambeck et al., 2017).
5  1020 Pa s upper mantle viscosity
1.3  1022 Pa s lower mantle viscosity
E3 71 km thick lithosphere Closest within suite of earth
models to recent preferred earth
model for the last deglaciation
(Lambeck et al., 2014).
1.6  1020 Pa s upper mantle viscosity
5  1022 Pa s lower mantle viscosity
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volume/height and the latitudinal range over which they expand.
As discussed before, the different conﬁgurations of the NAIS and EIS
during the PGM, relative to the LGM, strongly suggest that their
processes of glacial inception and ice-sheet growth were also
different (e.g., Colleoni et al., 2011). Thus, differences in atmo-
spheric circulation e and hence moisture supply and degree of
isotopic fractionation e as induced by a lower PGM NAIS may have
affected the isotopic composition of globally integrated ice volume,
leading to potential misrepresentations of both amplitude and
timing of the ice-volume signal (e.g., Mix and Ruddiman, 1984;
Clark and Mix, 2002). So far, even the LGM isotopic compositions
of various ice sheets (and their time-evolution) remain poorly
constrained (e.g., Duplessy et al., 2002; Ferguson and Jasechko,
2015), and even less information is available for the PGM. Again,
isotope-enabled models may help to characterise the potential
impact of different moisture-transport pathways and fractionation
effects in the dsw:ice-volume difference between the PGM and LGM.
Contributions from options (a) and (b), outlined above, cannot
be excluded. But option (c), which involves potential development
of massive, largely ﬂoating Arctic ice shelves during the PGM and
not during the LGM, may be particularly important given the large
size and longstanding character of the PGM dc:sea-level discrep-
ancy relative to the LGM. Evidence of past ﬂoating ice shelves can
be elusive or equivocal because, by their nature, they preserve few
traces. However, ice-grounding features (e.g., parallel streamlined
submarine landforms and ploughmarks) may be preserved in sea-
ﬂoor sediments, and their occurrence on bathymetric highs, in
conjunctionwith regions devoid of glaciogenic seabed disturbance,
has been used to suggest evidence of past ﬂoating ice (e.g., Polyak
et al., 2001; Jakobsson et al., 2008). In the Arctic, erosional fea-
tures have been found at depths of ~1 km on the Lomonosov Ridge,
Chukchi Borderlands, Yermak Plateau, East Siberian Margin, Bafﬁn
Bay, and Hovgaard Ridge (Fram Strait) (e.g., Polyak et al., 2001;
Kuijpers et al., 2007; Dowdeswell et al., 2010; Gebhardt et al.,
2011; Niessen et al., 2013; Arndt et al., 2014), while other por-
tions of the Lomonosov andMendeleev Ridges are largely devoid of
glaciogenic features, which may suggest ice-free conditions
(Jakobsson et al., 2010). Bathymetric highs in the Arctic may have
acted as pinning points, allowing ice-rise formation that stabilised
and facilitated ice-shelf thickening (Vogt et al., 1994; Grosswald
and Hughes, 1999; Jakobsson et al., 2016).
(Largely) ﬂoating Arctic ice shelves during glacial intervals were
proposed in the 1970s and 1980s (Mercer, 1970; Hughes et al., 1977;
Broecker, 1975; Grosswald, 1980; Denton and Hughes, 1981;
Williams et al., 1981; Chappell and Shackleton, 1986), but then
were overlooked due to difﬁculties in obtaining data from the re-
gion and a lack of direct evidence for such shelves during the LGM
(for an overview, see Jakobsson et al., 2016). Recent geophysicalmapping in the Arctic, however, has led to a re-evaluation of large
ﬂoating Arctic ice shelves during the Pleistocene. Various mecha-
nisms have been proposed to account for the mapped submarine
features, including the drifting of ice-shelf remnants or mega-bergs
trapped in multi-year sea ice, or a transient surge or brief
grounding of a ﬂoating ice shelf (Polyak et al., 2001, 2009; Engels
et al., 2008; Dowdeswell et al., 2010; O'Regan et al., 2010;
Gebhardt et al., 2011; Niessen et al., 2013; Dove et al., 2014). Age
control for many of the features remains enigmatic, often relying on
stratigraphic correlation and biostratigraphy; for example, identi-
ﬁcation of diagnostic MIS 5e nannofossils gives a likely, or mini-
mum, MIS 6 age estimate for features on Morris Jesup Rise,
Lomonosov Ridge, Yermak Plateau, Hovgaard Ridge, Mendeleev
Ridge, and Arlis Plateau (Jakobsson, 1999; Polyak et al., 2001;
Matthiessen and Knies, 2001; Kristoffersen et al., 2004;
Spielhagen et al., 2004; Jakobsson et al., 2008, 2010, 2016; Arndt
et al., 2014; L€owemark et al., 2016). Debate continues not only
about the age of the submarine features (e.g., Flower, 1997; Niessen
et al., 2013), but also about the scale of any ice shelves, from Arctic-
wide as proposed by Hughes et al. (1977) and more recently by
Jakobsson et al. (2016), to (much) more limited extents (Engels
et al., 2008; Jakobsson et al., 2010; Niessen et al., 2013; Stein
et al., 2017).
The potential presence of an Arctic ice shelf raises questions
about regional oceanography. Seasonally open waters (leads in the
ice) are thought to have been continually present in portions of the
Arctic throughout the last two glacial-interglacial cycles, albeit to a
lesser degree during glacial periods (Hebbeln and Wefer, 1997;
Lloyd et al., 1996; Spielhagen et al., 2004; Knies and Spielhagen,
2016). Such open waters may have provided an important mois-
ture source for ice growth in Eurasia (Spielhagen et al., 2004). In
order to reconcile the presence of a large ice shelf with continued
warm-water advection into the Arctic (Lloyd et al., 1996; Knies
et al., 2000; Spielhagen et al., 2004), deepening of the cold halo-
cline and advection of Atlantic waters at greater depth than present
have been proposed (e.g., Jakobsson et al., 2010; Cronin et al., 2012).
The Lomonosov Ridge may have acted as a topographic barrier to
Atlantic water circulation in the Amerasian Basin, possibly pro-
moting ice-shelf growth in this region (Jakobsson et al., 2010).
Extensive MIS 6 ice-shelf/shelves covering the central Arctic (e.g.,
Hughes et al., 1977; Jakobsson et al., 2016) suggest partial contact
with warmer Atlantic waters in cavities under the ice shelf, anal-
ogous to modern Antarctic ice shelves (e.g., Kirschner et al., 2013),
with a potential for continued exchange of warmer waters across
Lomonosov Ridge below the grounded ice shelf. Alternatively,
Kristoffersen et al. (2004) suggested that advection of warmer
Atlantic waters to Lomonosov Ridge during MIS 6 was associated
with surges or collapses of Saalian ice-sheets, which may have
facilitated northward drift of deep-draft icebergs across Lomonosov
Column Identiﬁer Description
A Identiﬁer Numerical database entry number
B Location Geographic location
C Site Local site name
D Latitude Decimal latitude
E Longitude Decimal longitude
F Lat/Long
estimated?
Whether the latitude or longitude of the site is
estimated
G Unit
designation
Stratigraphic unit (as determined by the original
authors), e.g., Saalian, Warthe etc.
H Feature Type of deposit
I Reference Publication source
J Dating
method
Dating method
K Material
dated
The type of material dated
L Reported age
(ka)
Calculated age as originally reported
M Age
uncertainty
Age uncertainty as originally reported
N Interpretation Palaeo-environmental interpretation of the deposit (by
the original authors)
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region.
Overall, the above discussion indicates that evidence for
grounded ice in the Arctic is unequivocal, and some seabed features
have been attributed to ice-shelf processes (e.g., Polyak et al., 2001;
Jakobsson et al., 2010, 2016; Niessen et al., 2013). However, the age
and extent of any Arctic ice-shelves remain elusive, and the exis-
tence of Arctic (or even pan-Arctic) ice shelves remains an open and
ongoing ﬁeld of research. We investigate what a sea-water-
displacing Arctic ice mass/shelf might imply for the dsw:ice-vol-
ume relationship for the PGM. First, assuming a modern Arctic
Ocean area at about 800m depth (5.3 1012m2) and aworld-ocean
surface area of 362  1012 m2, our inferred sea-level discrepancy
between the LGM and PGM (~21 mSLE ±14 m at 95% probability)
would produce an ice shelf of the correct thickness (~1.4 ± 0.9 km)
to account for the observed glacial erosional features in the Arctic.
Massive Arctic ice shelves that consist of continental ice with low
d18O values e largely ﬂoating, but also as water-displacing groun-
ded ice e would alter the relationship between dsw and sea level
(and hence, land-based/grounded ice volume) relative to the LGM,
even if the relationship between dsw and total (land-
based þ ﬂoating/water-displacing) global ice volume remained
constant. It has been estimated that PGM Arctic ice shelves may
have caused a 0.14 ± 0.03‰ increase in global dsw (and dc), with
only a 0.4 m sea-level impact (Jakobsson et al., 2016). If we use the
LGM land-ice-based ratio of 0.009 ± 0.001 m per ‰ (1s) (Adkins
et al., 2002; Schrag et al., 2002), then such a dsw anomaly would
equate to 16 ± 10 m of sea-level change, at 95% probability. This
again suggests that our observed Dz ¼ 21 ± 14 m (with indistin-
guishable deep-sea d18O) may be largely accounted for by the
presence of massive PGM Arctic ice shelves, and by their absence
during the LGM. Contribution of both land-based and ﬂoating/
water-displacing ice volume to PGM dsw (and dc) results in a
smaller sea-level drop, while contributions of only land-based ice
to LGM dsw (and dc) gives a larger sea-level drop.
5. Conclusions
We provide independent evidence that continental ice volumes
on North America (NAIS) and Eurasia (EIS) differed between the
PGM and the LGM. During the PGM, the EIS likely reached 33e53
mSLE and the NAIS 39e59 mSLE. This compares with reported
(Table 1) LGM values of 14e29 and 51e88mSLE for the EIS and NAIS,
respectively. Our results provide independent support for the
inference that Arctic-wide ice shelves existed during the PGM and
not the LGM, with a previously estimated volume of ~16 mSLE
(actual sea-level impact was negligible because the ice was dis-
placing seawater). The existence of different ice-sheet conﬁgura-
tions between Eurasia, North America, and the Arctic implies that
complex ice-sheet nucleation processes and growth processes can
lead to different glacial modes and that one glacial cycle cannot be
used as an analogue for another. Among glacial cycles, we infer
distinctly different relationships between mean global seawater
d18O and global continental ice volume/sea level, and/or between
deep-sea and Antarctic temperatures. New research using PGM and
LGM glaciation ‘modes’ may improve understanding of the controls
on ice-mass distribution and on Arctic ice-shelf development dur-
ing glacial inception. Comparison of the last two glacial cycles with
older glacial cycles is needed to test if there are only two funda-
mental modes, or many. Finally, we infer that sea-level studies for
the last interglacial ewhich was warmer and had higher sea levels
than modern pre-industrial times emay contain considerable bias
from erroneous assumptions about PGM ice volume and distribu-
tion. Depending on the global location of a given site of relative sea-
level reconstruction, the adjustment to GIA correction as inferredhere for different ice conﬁgurations can be several metres in a
positive or negative direction. Results across three representative
Earth models suggest that e if a global assessment were made
based on the sites of LIG sea-level reconstruction considered heree
LIG global mean sea level would be estimated 2 m higher than
conventional estimates (from the same sites) with GIA correction
based on an LGM-like PGM ice distribution. This requires validation
by more complete assessments because it has ramiﬁcations for
studies of potential ice-reduction processes that are being used to
evaluate sea-level risk in our warming future.
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